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Background: Abnormal respiratory control has been clearly documented
in infants and children with Joubert Syndrome (JS) by polygraphic recordings,
characterized by episodes of apnea, tachypnea, and/or hyperpnea and the
risk of recurrence of these episodes increase probably in perioperative period.
In those cases, the choice of anesthesia technique and postoperative pain
protocol, constitute a challenge for anesthesiologists.
Case: We describe a case of successful ultrasound-guided Caudal Epidural
Block (CEB) for children above 6 years with Joubert Syndrome undergoing
bilateral testicular ectopy and circumcision avoiding opioid-use.
Conclusions: Despite the difficulty to achieve CEB in child above 6 years,
the ultrasound-guided can increase the success providing effective analgesia
in-patient with a high-risk of respiratory failure as child with JS.
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Introduction
Joubert Syndrome (JS) is a recessive neurodevelopmental disorder
with structural abnormalities of the brainstem, central respiratory
control problems, airway hypotonia and swallow dysfunction, so
individuals with JS should be considered high risk for anaesthesia [1].
Caudal Epidural Block (CEB) as epidural anaesthesia of the cauda
equine roots, is a common paediatric regional technique and provides
a high quality of intraoperative and early postoperative analgesia.
Avoiding opioid-use in-patient with a high-risk of respiratory failure
as child with JS, CEB constitute an interesting alternative whenever
the site of surgery allows it. However, superficial anatomic landmarks
traditionally used for caudal placement are less predictable and
unreliable [2]. The use of real-time ultrasound for direct visualization
of injection will confirm CEB and potentially essentially eliminate
block failure [3,4].
Herein, we would like to report a case of ultrasound-guided CEB,
used for perioperative analgesia in six years and half-old child with
JS undergoing cure of bilateral testicular ectopy and circumcision.
Written informed consent was obtained from the child’s legal
guardian for all procedures and for use of case data in this report.

Case Presentation
We report a case of a six years and half-old child with JS, scheduled
for cure of bilateral testicular ectopy and circumcision. The bodyweight was 16 kg. The patient had hypotonia, and mental retardation.
The anaesthesia assessment did not found any other abnormality.
The chest X-ray showed normal lung parenchyma appearance with a
normal cardiothoracic ratio and the laboratory analyses were within
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Figure 1: Transverse placement of the ultrasound.

normal limits. The choice of the type of anaesthesia and analgesia was
explained to the parent in detail and written informed consent for use
of case data was signed.
Upon arrival in the operating room, basic monitoring was
applied. Baseline parameters were documented: HR-110 bpm, SpO298% and BP-90/60 mmHg. Intravenous access was established under
Sevoflurane anaesthesia induction. After 60 mg intravenous bolus of
propofol, a laryngeal mask was inserted and the child was putted on
lateral position with flexed hips to performing ultrasound-guided
CEB.
The ultrasound transducer was first placed transversely at the
midline to obtain the transverse view of Sacral Hiatus (SH) (Figure 1).
Under this view, the Block Needle (BN) was inserted using the “out
of plane” technique. The BN can be visualized in real time, piercing
the SCL, entering the SH (Figure 2). At this level, the ultrasound
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abnormalities of respiratory control are likely to be due to hypoplasia
of the cerebellar vermis and brainstem [5]. The pre-anaesthetic
consultation allows time for appropriate clinical evaluation and
any required additional testing, ensuring that the anaesthesiology
professional and facility are as prepared as possible [1,6]. For our case,
the anaesthesia assessment shown hypotonia and mental retardation
without any signs of respiratory irregularity. The chest X-ray and the
laboratory analyses were within normal limits.

Figure 2: Transverse ultrasound view of the sacral hiatus. BN: block needle;
BS: base of sacrum; SC: sacral cornua; SCL: sacro-coccygeal ligament; SH:
sacral hiatus.

Additionally, patients with JS are extremely sensitive to
the respiratory depressant effects of anaesthetic agents [5,7].
Consequently, avoidance of opioids and neuromuscular-blocking
drugs using regional anaesthesia would seem reasonable [7-9].
Regional anaesthesia is strongly recommended, preferably a neuraxial
block in high-risk patients [7,10]. The application of combined
general and CEB should be successful and safe for child scheduled for
cure of bilateral testicular ectopy and circumcision.
The fact of the difficulty to access to caudal epidural space in
child above six years, we chose to use ultrasound to identify the site
of needle entry, guide insertion of the needle into this space and
potentially essentially eliminate block failure [4].
Our report demonstrate the potential efficiency of using regional
anaesthesia in this challenging patient avoiding opioid-use. Despite
the difficulty to achieve CEB in child above 6 years old, the ultrasoundguided can increase the success providing effective analgesia inpatient with a high-risk of respiratory failure as a child with JS.
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Figure 3: Longitudinal ultrasound view of sacral hiatus.
BN: Block Needle; BS: Base of Sacrum; SCL: Sacro-Coccygeal Ligament;
SH: Sacral Hiatus.

transducer was rotated 90 degrees to obtain the longitudinal view
of SH. After verifying absence of spontaneous reflux of blood or
cerebro-spinal-fluid, 12 ml (0.75 ml/kg) of 0.25% Levo-Bupivacaine
was injected slowly (over about one minute), without resistance
(Figure 3).
General anaesthesia was maintained using Sevoflurane. The
procedure lasted a total of 45 minutes and there were no complications.
The emergence from anaesthesia was uneventful.
In recovery room, no desaturation occurred after oxygen weaning
and the child did not need rescue analgesics. The “Objective Pain
Score” was marked hourly during the first 24 hours, and it was less
than three. The child never showed sign of respiratory distress and
his respiratory rate ranged between 15 and 20 per minute with blood
saturation stayed above 95% without oxygen. Standing and walking
were possible at day one and the child left the hospital at this moment
with prescription of oral Paracetamol.
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Individuals with JS often have complex medical histories [1]. The
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